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INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL WOOD 

DON CANNON: 'Last February Washington and the country 
was rocked by the disclosure that the National Student. 
Association was 	 front. Eut that was just the beg- 
inning - in the following Weeks it was discovered that more 
than one hundred American Education, Cultural and Political 
Programs were subsidized by the Central Intelligence Agency, 
including the United Auto Workers in the Labor Department 
and the National Council of Churches among others. The 
man responsible for all the uproar is Michael Wood, he's a 
former member of the 2xecutive Board of the National Student 
Association, who blew the whistle' and announced that the 
C,• uh, the T.S.A. was a C.I.A. front - getting my initials' 
confused here. 

Michael Wood is with us tonight and we'll talk about 
his experinece with the N.S.A., why he decided to blow the 
whistle on the C.I.A. and you can join the conversation too 
at MO 4-8660. 

Mr. Wood, I understand that the Comer president, Mr. 
Sherbourne, was instructed by the C.I.A. at the time when 
he became President that he should not reveal to you or 
anybody else, the fact that N.S.A. was a C.I.A. front. He 
was threatened with a 20 year jail term if,he compromised 
this promise. Apparently he decided to confide in you. - What 
made you compromise him?" . 

MICHAEL WOOD: -Well, it's avvery complex question that you ask 
because it reflects a number of initial assumptions which do 
mbthhold. The first assumption is that Mr. Sherbourne, or a very 
small click around him, held exclusimee knowledge of the relation-
ship between N.S.A. and the C.I.A. that's not true. The fact 
of the matter i3 that during the year that I was, uh, engaged 
by the National Student Association, uh, N.S.A. had approximately 
20 staff members, both at home and overseas, who were consdious 
agents of the Central Ingelligence Agency. In addition, he had 
a large family of former N.S.A., uh, staff members and officers 
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who continued to work for the C.I.A., who were in the same 
family. -e was not alone in his knowledge, number one. 

lumber two, uh, his, uh, his e- his disclosure of infor-
mation to me, uh, carried with it a 20 year Orison sentence 
only if the law which gives him that 20 years is held to be 
Constitutional. Uh, in as much as he was forced to swear that 
he would not disclose any information he received, before he 
was even'tild that 	was a C.I.A. front, constitutes, 
in my mind, a fundamental abridgement of the First Amendment 
freedom of speech. 

CANNON: 'But he did agree to it, didn't he?" 

WOOD: "Oh, he agreed to it before he'knew what he was 
getting into. lle, like all other members of the National 
Student Assoication, uh. thought when they were approached by 
what in their consciousness at the time of the meeting was 
only an Alumni of N.S.A. whom he had known before on .a personal 
basis, uh, and when he was told that there was certain infor- 
mation that would be helpful to his, uh, to his work, but 
that was classified and that they were requesting him to sign 
a :ational Security Oath, uh , he like others, believed that 
he was getting a very small piece of information that related 
to his big task, that he was then engaged with, not a barrel 
of information, as he got, not the knowledge that his while 
function as an Officer of N.S.A. was to serve the policy (foreieh) 
interests of the United States Government, as they are defined by 
the Central Intelligence Agency." 

CANI:0;: -Now, the C.I.A. has said that, or the Administration 
has saiddthat as of last February, when the thing came out, that 
the C.I.A. was just about to drop financing and funding these 
various front, groups anyhow. So assuming this is true, why did 
you think at this moment - why didn't you just let the thine die 
and go by the boards - why did you think it necessary to expose 
the CII.A. at this point in time, when by their own admission, 
their association with these organizations was going to be short-
lived anyhow. 

WOOD:'Well, to believe that. admission is, uhT  not correct 
because, uh, even with the qualification of U.S. Foreign Policy 
is instruction that all Central Intelligence Agency Operations 
must he plausibly deniable by the Government, which assumes that 
the Government is going to deny things that it's doing, That 
was the great problem that Eisenhower had with the U-2 incident. 
First he acknowledged the fact that that was a C.I.A. operation, 
then he denied, then he acknowledged it, and by that time he 
ruined the summit conference. Uh, in 1948, uh, a memo was 
passed down from the National Security Council instructing the 
Central Intelligence Agency to engage in Secret activities 
on two conditions. Number one, that they be absolutely secret 
and number tko, that they be plausibly deniable by the United 
States Government. All the announcements and official statements 
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of the eovernment, with respect to the Central Intelligence 
Agency, since the exposure, have reflected that basic policy, 
which is that they deny as much as they can get away with 
denying. 

They could not get away with denying the N.S.A., CII.A. 
relationship - the fact that it existed; because in fact we 
had thet with their pants down. When the story broke, at that 
time, not only did I know about it, but the entire -- the . entire 
staff of N.S.A. knew about it by the time it broke, and the 
entire family Rapmparts 'Magazine family knew about it. There 
was no way they could deny it. 

The fact of the matter is, that they tried -- they tried 
very m-- very hard..." 

CANNON: 	To deny the f--...g 

WOOD: 	...to organize a total denial of the story. What 
they did is, they went to all the Officers when they found out 
long before the story broke, that I was doing the story, they 
went to.  .all the Officers•and all the relevant Staff Members, 
and tried to organise a total denial on the part of all of 
them - threatening each one of them individually with various 
forms of sanctions if they didn't go along. If they hdd 
succeeded. in that effort, in organizing that I would have gone 
down as would Ramparts Magazine have gone down, as a sick 
paranoid leftist, who *as disgruntled and was out after revenge 
against an oreanization which.had not treated him kindly in 
some other way.' 

CANNON: "Speaking of•the Ramparts Magaztne article, it . 
called the C.I.A., N.S.A.. association a case study in the 
corruption of youthly idealism and would prove that the.C.I.A. 
owes the youth of this .country an apology. Well, do you feel 
as a member of the N.S.A., do you feel that you were corrupted, 
and that the C.I.A. Owes you an apology.' 

WOOD: 	Well, I saw myself, uhe at the time - during the 
time -that I did not know what I was doing - as an individual 
American Citizen, a student who was engaged in promoting the 
principles which he believed in. I came to find out later that 
what I was doing ifi tact, uh, was setting up counter revolution, 
uh, which is completely in contrast to my principles. What my 
particular was to raise funds for the organization and I 
turned out litenally tens (?) of pro-forma proposals and 'foundation 
for grant proposals, uh', which were only serving for covers for 
the subsidies that were given to N.S.A. by the C.I.A.uh, I 
would never...-  

CANNON: 'At that time did you know that the C.I.A. was 
back of this?' 

WOOD: 'No. not at that time, I never would have done 
that sort of work because that's promoting principles to which 
I do not adhere.' 

1-- 



CANNON:' 'Now, those within the N.S.A.. who knew of the 
C.I.A. link, how do they feel now, do they regret the link, 
are they proud of it or what?,_ 

WOOD: "Well, you must -- you must realize that the 
Central Intelligence Agency is very careful in their choice 
of people that they're going to make 'witty' or make agents... 

CANNON: 'That's... 

WOOD: "That's terminology...'' 

CANNON: "That's terminology for the leadership of the... 

WOOD: '...it's black language for those people who are 
made agents of the Central Intelligence Agency.' 

CANNON: "What do you mean black language?' 

WOOD: "Black'-- secret language -- it's language used 
by the C.I.A. family. And they're very. careful in making very -
in making very sound judgements as to who will go along and who 
won't. As an example, uh, the basic training ground out of 
which the C.I.A. agents on the N.S.A. Staff are recruited, 
was an International Student Relations Seminar. Uh, 
approximately a hundred people applied for that - the top 
student leadership across the country applied for that Seminar. 
To that Seminar were admitted 15 peoAle which were pre-screened 
by the Central Intelligence Agency and those fifteen people-- 
maybe'10, 12 would be made agents. They studied them very 
carefully, they ran on each person that was madeaan agent, 
a $3,000.00 National Security check, uh, by the time they made 
the decision to bring the person into the Central Intelligence 
Agency, they knew him Psychologically so well that they were 
pretty certain that he wouldn't blow the whistle. 

They -- the Officers had intended to make me an agent. 
The C.I.A. nixed that idea because they suspected that I would 
not co along. They were very careful..." 

CANNON: "Is that because you wore a beardoor... 

WOOD: "No..."  

CANNON: "Did you wear one then or what?' 

WOOD: 	No I didn't wear one then. It's because I had been 
involved in the Civil Rights Movement. I'd organized something 
as mild as to toil projects'in WATTS ind'63 and 164 - got 500 
very innocent, mild college students to go down into WATTS and 
tutor. But this was a sign of a certain idealism which in their 
cynical mentally is unrealistic. 

CANNON: "There were mapy leftists in the N.S.A. - as a 
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matter of fact, many conservatives in this country look upon 
the Y.S.A. as a 'Pinko' outfit - a far left outfit and, uh, 
if so, what is the C.I.A. doing running -- subsidizing a 
far left outfit.-  

WOOD: -Name some leftists in the National Student 
Association. 'People who are C.I.A. agents, who are leftists. 
Tbby weren't Leftists, they were Liberals. There's a very 
sharp distinction between Liberals and Leftists. Uh, 
Liberals are the people who do the work for the right wing, 
uh, because the right wing is to stupid to do it for itself. 

CANNON: (LAUGHTER) 

WOOD: ' No it's the truth. I mean, they're doing the 
same thing - - what they're doing..." 

CAN::ON: 
	

How do Liberals do the work of the Right Wing?' 

WOOD: 'Well,•they're more intelligent, you see, and 
that's why they do it -- what they're dotng is making the world 
safe for American Investments. And making the world safe for 
American Exploitation so that..." 

CANNON: 	The Liberals are copping-out, they're selling 
out to, uh... 

' WOOD: 'They're not selling out now, they sold out about 
20 years ago, but that's another story." 

CANNON: "Son only today's Leftists, like yourself, are 
the real Champions of Social Justice and Democracy."  

WOOD: 'I do,n!t regard myself as a Leftist, people have 
calldd me a Leftist...", 

CANNON: 'What are you?" 

WOOD: "I believe myself to be a principal citizen of the 
United States who in made the mistake of adhering to those 
principles that I was taught in the 5th Grade, which is open 
public government in an open public democracy. That's what 
we do not have any longer in this country." 

CANNON: ''Michael Wood is my guest, former member of the 
Loardoof the National Student Association who announced to the 
world a few months ago that the N.S.A. was a C.I.A. front. 
Our number is MO 4-8660, let's pause for these word, then 
we'll be right back. 
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CANNON: 'Don-  Cannon back with Michael Wood, former 
Executive Member of the, uh, National Student Association. 
We're at MO 4.-8660... 

CANNON: -111;ow lets continue with Michael Wood and it's 
14 minutes after 8:00. Uh, you sound quite cynical, Quite 
dissillusioned with not only the C.I.A. but, uh, American 
Politics and the Government the way it is now. Uh, but again 
it comes back to the C.I.A. Do we in fact need a ecret 
Orp:anizatton like this? The Russians have their -- their 
K.B.G., their secret police. We have domestically, an F.B.I. 
Dion!t we need a C.I.A. to compete? We're in the ball game 
of Internktional Politics. We have two things competing 
here - we've of the basic Dertcratic Puritan Ethic upon 
which this country was founded, whether we like it or not, and 
the necessity to compete in the Cold War, and...' 

WOOD: =Well, I don't believe in the Cold War, first of 
all, uh, .n. 

CANNON: 'Well, I don't believe in it either. I don't 
think anybody believes in the Cold Ward but we have some people 
-who would like to see us, I think, and uh, we have at least 
been competing with other ideologies and so in the contest of 
this competition, do we not need an organization like the C.I.A.?' . 

WOOD: 'Well-, ftrst of all I want to make Plain that when 
you say that we have been competing., that that, in my mind, means 
that the Government of the United States and the interests which. 
it serves has been competing in the Cold War. I don't believe 
that the American people have been or should be competing in the 
Cold War,' 

CANNON: "What do you mean'the Interests that the government 
serves'?' 

WOOD: 'Well, the American, the American Companies which 
hold substantial investments throughput the world which profit 
directly from the soil of governmental control that we exercise 
in under-developed countries. Without that control, without that 
•security that the Government provides, they could not make w-- 
it could not make investments in those countries which would 
return-- in which they could have confidence, uh, of some 
security.` 

CANNON: 'Are you saying that the only interests the government 
serves are the interests of big business, of private power?„  

WOOD: 'Well, let me ask you, who's interest dtd we serving 
in the Dominican Republic when when we sent 25,000 American troops 
to-put down a revolution that theoretically had 25 suspected 
Communists in it. That's a ratio of 1,000 American Marines to one 
Communist... 



CANNON: "Well didn't President Johnson say he was doing' 
it to protect the lives of American Citizens there? 

WOOD: "25,000 people -- you want to protect the lives, 
you take the Citizens away. The fact of the, matter is that 
the interest we were protecting was the sugar company there. 
And in fact the Ambassador to that Company, at that time, 
was Elswood Thuncker, who is on the Board of the very same 
sugar company..." 

CANON: "Are you saying that we sent 25;000 troops to 
the Dominican Republic just to protect one sugar Company?- 
I think that's a little hard to believe." 

WOOD: 'Well, why were we doing it then?'' 

CANNON:. "Well, I don't know but the fact that we did 
it to protect one sugar company stretches my imagination 
beyond the credibility gap." 

WOOD: 'ro. Well, let me explain. There is first of all 
interests which motivate policy, policy then takes on a life 
of it's own and, and, and carries over into other spheres. Uh, 
we were not when we sent the Marines into the Dominican 
Republic -- we were not simply protecting that sugar company --
but we were protecting the idea, the fereigh policy, which is 
based on a world free for American Investment. If we didn't -- 
if we don't hold the line in the Dominican Republic, well then 
maybe we won't hold the line in Guatemala, if we don't hold 
the line there, then in all the countries; so that, so that when 
one sugar company is threatened in the Dominican Republic, all 
the other companies that have investments have a basic interest 
in seeing that that investment, maybe ours, be protected.' 

CA1MON: "No. Not to mean anything personal by this but 
what you say reminds me a great deal of what old time Communists 
used to say. Now look , I'm not calling you an old time 
Communist, don't get me wrong, I'm not even calling you a new 
time Con"Tunist; but Lenin, when he talked about Imperialism, 
uh, he defined Imperialism as the final stage of Capitalism and 
uh, he defined Capitalism and Imperialism all would be wrapped 
up in the Capitalistic Country's Foreign Policy. And this is 
exactly what you're saying -- that we're sending in our troops 
to protect a sugar company and this is what Leninssaid 50 years 
ago. I have been hesitant to admit that this is tune -- I lust 
I think that this is something that might have been true a 
hundred and fifty years ago but not necessarily now and it's hard 
for me to believe in -- that we would in the United States risk 
uh, the fantastic blow of world opinion just to ppotect one sugar 
company. It seems to me that there has to be larger, more 
overriding interests than simply a sugar company." 

I a 
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WOOD: 'Well, if somehow you can prove to me that the -- 
that whatever was going on in the .Dominican Republic threatened 
the Security of the United States, or threatened the welfare 
or well-being of the broad masses of American people than I 
will grant your assumption.' 

CANNON: "Well... 

• WOOD:' "I see nothing there that was threatening the 
United States. 

CANNON: 	seems to me that the Administration believed, 
whethhorit was a valid belief or not I don't know, but they - 
believed that Castro was trying to overthrow the-Dominican 
Republic Government. Now whether this was a valid belief, 
in retrospect we can look back and make 	maybe.say it was 
not but then they believed this. And I..." 

WOOD: 	think .it's important to realize that that's 
the advertisement they put out to the American people. -And 
that's the con game they use with the American people in order 
to get the people's support, they wave the red flag of 
Communism which scares everybody in order to rally support . 
Its the same thing that happened.during the 17th Century 
when the Lutherans and the Catholics were fighting in Germany. 
And there was no scourge that-ever hit the earth worse than 
the Lutheranisms.- Peoples souls were being; damned and lost -- 
Lu -- the battle between Lutheranism and Catholicism was a 
front for a power'struggle that was going on that was a very 
hard, cold economic interest and political power involved. 	, 
The Principalities in the States in Germany. That's 'what's 
going on. The United States has dominion over Latin America 
and has dominion, over certain countries and over investments' 
• in those countries which it does not want to give up and 

that's what we're protecting." 

CANNON: "So that basically, all of our Foreign Policy 
is motiv.ted by economic greed for a few banana, companies or 
a few sugar companies.,." 

WOOD: 'No, no. I'm not going to say that. What. I'm 
going to say is that's the prime -- that's the initial 
motivation, then, then you see, you see, a Foreign Policy, 
whibh in order to justify that Policy to the American People 
then developss -all sorts of fears about the nature of Communism. 
And perpetuates those theories amongst the American public 
for 20 years, uh, so that by the time we get to 1968 people, 
really do believe that 600,000,000 people in China are evil 
people. That the government that rules there and the people 
who (WORD INAUDIBLE) it's bureaucracy and the people who o 
work It's farms are evil people. Where in fact there -- I 

. simply -- it seems more incredible to ,me that 600,000,000 
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people-in China can be evil than that the United States 
Foreign Policy is governed by interistS." 

CANNON: 	Most of the magazines that wrote anything about 
the C.I.A. - N.S.A. combination said that, 'Yes, the C.I.A. 
did fund it, but there was little or no say by the C.I.A. 
over the Policy of the National Student. Assoiiation'. Now if 
this is true, were they not at the same time, picking bhe 
Leaders? What influence did the C.I.A. have in Policy 
making? 

WOOD: 'It's not turte, if you. would like, it takes a bit 
of time for me to explain, uh, but I will try to do-say in 
4 minutes. 

CANNON: 'Before you do explain let's part for a couple 
of minutes at 8:22 on.WBBM... 

CANNON: 	Don Cannon back with Michael Wood, formerly of 
the National Student Association . Don't forget tonight...' 

CANNON: 	...now let's continue with Michael Wood. I 
was asking you about what Policies the C.I.A. controlled, 
if any, in the National Student Association." 

WOOD: "The day after the National Student Association's 
Officers admitted to the press that they had in fact been 
in league with the Central Intelligence Agency, the State 
Department held a briefing in Washington which was attended 
by some 75 reporters. At that point they admitted the 
relationship, uh, and they said these things about it, They 
aaid that the relationship had begun in 1952, that it had 
been initiated by William Dencer, then President of N.S.A. 
who was seeking support for their programs, but since that 
time only two people and only two people had known about 
the relationship - two high Officers in the Association; 
That there had never been more than two hundred thousand 
dollars given to N.S.A. per year; that there had been no 
espionage' that there had been no control of Policy; no control 
of elections or the Political Structure and there had been 
no intimidation of U.S.A. Officers or Staffs. 

Now, they did a very clever thing. When I learned that 
I was working for a C.I.A. front I was astounded as I'm 
sure you were and all of us were, because at that time I too 
believed that N.S.A. was a rather Left Wing Organization. Uh, 
and the thought that the Government would be working through 
it in that way was incredible. But since it was so incredible 
and since they admitted it, they got the press and the American 
people to believe that what they said after that was also true. 
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That was all completely falacious. During: the year that I 
worked there were 20 agents working either-about 5 in 
Washington, 5 overseas representatives in the National Student 
Association, and then representatives of the N.S.A. who were 
working in the International Student Conference Secretariat 
abroad. 

Theyyear that I worked for W.S.A. there was five 
hundred thousand dollars, which we took directly from the 
Central Intelligence Agency. 

Uh, there was espionage both on the partoof Philip 
Sherbourne,and the person whose office was right next door to 
him.' 

CANNON: "What kind of espionage are you talking about?" 

WOOD: 'Well they went for instance, Fred Berger -- from 
December 5th to December 12th, went to the Dominican Republic 
to do an akalysis of the relationship between the revolutionary 
politics of that country and the, uh, university politics. And 
he did a very complete report, which I've read, uh, which was 
given to me by Philip SherbourneTshowAngto me, by Philip 
Sherbourne, which was replete with dossiers on foreign student 
leaders, their politics and so forth.' 

CANNON: 	Well, that's not really espionage is it? 

WOOD: ''Of course, it's espionage. it's covert. You know 
if you... 

CANNON: 	To get information about student leaders , he 
got it ... 

WOOD: 'He got it under false pretenses. That's whet 
espionage is - it's getting something that people don't want 
you to get., Just because you're not running around with a 
cloak and a dagger doesn't mean that you're not doing espionage. 

They also controlled the Policy of N.S.A., as an 
'example, in the early-of the '60's of-the C.I.A.'s agents 
blthcked with the Left in N.S.A. at the Congress at the 
Legislative Plenary to get, uh, resolutions supporting the Cuban 
Revolution, because at that time the International Student 
World was absolutely -- it was absolutely critical for them to 
support the Cuban Revolution because it was looked to as a 
very pronressive move. If they didn't support the Cuban 
Revolution, then they would not be trusted and confided in by 
uh, the foreign student leaders they dealt with..." 

CANNON: "So the C.I.A. actually wanted the n.S.A. the 
support the Revolution." 

WOOD!, 	course. Betause they can't get good cover. 
That's the whole nature of covering - that you put people 
out that would be believable and then you use them for devious 
purposes. 



They also controlled the elections and they also intimidated 
the health of the Officers and Staff during this time 

CANNON: "How did they intimidate the Officers and Staff? 

WOOD: 'Well, first of all they had threatened to destroy 
my personality, to destroy my reputation, which they in fact 
started to do until -- in the press -- until...' 

CANNON: 	By calling you a bearded, beatnik, Leftist, 
or what.'  

WOOD: 'No, no. That was only Time Magazine did that. 
There very much more sophisticated, incidentally, than Time, 
Magazine. They simply said that I was a disgruntled Staff Member 
who had been fired and who was out after revenge against the 
Association which was all Very calculated to, uh,...' 

CANNON: 	Were you fired by N.S.A.?' 

WOOD: With a parting grace. But it was on a Political 
Issues and not a, you know, it was not a firing -- 1 was not a 
after revenge, and all of them knew that..." 

CANNON: "Were you fi d before or after the disclosure?" 

WOOD: 	was fired before the disclosure. But then 
I did work for N.S.A. too after that..." 

CANNON: "Even though you. were fired by them?" 

WOOD: 'that I'll go on, since you don't -- you have a 
tendency not to believe me, I'll go on to other people..." 

CANNON: 	You have a tendency not to believe anything 
the government says so I'm going to use the same..." 

WOOD: "(WORD INAUDIBLE° or you. I have reasons. 

CANT:ON: "Well, I, you know (LAUGHS NERVOUSLY)" 

WOOD: 'Philip Sherbourne, uh, who told me the critical 
link and the credibility of the story was Philip Sherbourne. 
The C.I.A. felt that if they could keep Sherbourne, if they 
could get Sherbourne to deny it all, that they could dis-
credit me and that it would go down as just• a 'kook' thing 
that happened. Uh, Sherbourne went along with them until 
about a week before the story broke and then he changed his 
midd - decided that he had to admit it. Uh, when that 
happened, he went to a lawyer because 	was worried about 
this 20 year prison sentence, but at the same time he felt 
that it was unconstitutional perhaps. The C.I.A. found out 
that he went to a lawyer, called the lawyer, and tried to 
get the lawyer to drop the case. When the lawyer fefused 
to drop the case,. they tried to get the lawyer to feed 
Sherbourne a line, to say, 'Yes, you can get that 20 years'. 
When he refused to do that, the C.I.A. threatened Sherbourne 
with the forging of Psychiatric records and the pIacinr, of 
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those Psychiatric records in critical bureaus of the government 
so that he would be forever excluded from any responsible 
role in the American Government." 

CANNON: "In whkt other ways have they threatened you?' 

WOOD: "Well, they haven't threatened me because at this 
point I can do nothing except propagandize: against them. I 
can no longer spill any more, you know, any new information. 
I've already gotten out. I've done my major damage., Uh, 
they did threaten other people at-the same time, one person 
.in Washington D.C. who was engaged in activities that were -
detrimental to the CII.A.'s image during the whole crisis, 
was threatened with his life."-  

CANNON: 	Our guest tonight is Michael Wood, former of 
the Executive Board of the National Student Association. My 
name is Don Cannon, nowiit's 8:30 on WBBM, the talk of Chicago. 
Our phone .umber is MO 4-366o, we'll be opening our lines 
in a few minutes, perhaps you can Join the conversation with 
a question or comment to Michael Wood. Now let's pause... 

CANNON: 	You gave the information about the N.S:A. to 
Ramparts Ilagazine, Now, when Sherbourne, the former President 
told you about the N.S.A. - C.I.A. link, did he know that 
you were going to/blow the whistle to the Ramparts Magazine _ 
and expose the whole thing?" 

WOOD: "No. Of course not. lie didn't know that, and the 
circumstances surrounding my knowledge of the C.I.A. are 
perhaps interesting' to you. I had been appointed Director of 
Development, which meant that my job was program formulation 
and the negotiations of money which came from private, foundations 
and from certain Governmental Agencies which were open. Uh, 
it was intended that I would coordinate the entire program -
fund ratsimc program -- however, during the time that I worked 
for N.S.A. T was systematically excluded from all negotiations, 
dealing with the International Program. After about six 
months, I threatened to resign my' post if I were not allowed 
to assume my full responsibility. Sherbonrne, who evidentally 
appreciated my work, uh, in order to prevent my resignation 
talld me why I had not been allowed to do that negotiation -
because it was nerotiated with the C.I.A. and the C.I.A. had 
refused to make Me anagent." 

CANNON: "So when you found this out, you thought it. was 
important that thw world should know the C.I.A. was behind the 
National Student Association. You'went to Ramparts Magazine..." 

.WOOD: . There was a considerable history between that 
tine, which of March of 1966'and when I first went to Ramparts 
Magazine... 

CANNON::'.Now much time? A year?" 
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WOOD: 'Which was after the uh, after the -- in December 
of 1966 which was probably seven months before I went there. 
During that time, I sought within the Association, to persuade 
Phil Sherbounne to do what I though would have been the ideal 
thing, which was for the Political Leadership of N.S.A. publicly 
to sever the relationship and publicly to expose the.C.I.A. and 
to raise the sword of -- on behalf of the youth.  of America, who 
were really getting the treatment, to raise the 'sword of doubt 
for public discussion which an issue of this nature deserves.. 
Uh,.. 

CANNON: 'What took so long for you to finally announce 
to Ramparts and to the world that the whole thing was a ,0.I.A. 
front?' 

WOOD: 'Well, I worked for N.S.A. until September, in 
September after the Congress. I went to lichigan where I 
managed a State wide Referendum Campatm which I had a special 
interest in immediately after that, when I saw that the new 
Officers were not going to have any better Policy toward the 
C.I.A. I then went to Ramparts ragazine.' 

CANDON: 'Now, former president, a fo"rmer president, of 
the n.S.A. now in Akron, Ohio, Dennis Shaul (Attorney) - he 
was President '62 to '63 - you're laughing when I say this -
but he said'If I were President now, I would continue to 
accept C.I.A. funds, the C.I.A. had nothing to do with how 
the money was spent, there were no strings on us.' 

And another writer, Miss Gloria Steinham (?) who is also 
involved with the Research Services of the C.I.A. in the '50's, 
she said.thWheMat'ampontailaportant impact was that, 'It made 
us unafraid to go ahead and do what We thought was right. It 
increased - it incresed, not diminished - our freedom of action.' 

Now these people don't sound like they're particularly 
uh, jaded or they don't feel like they're being used or 
corrupted by the C.I.A. 	Why do you?' 

WOOD: "Dennis Shaul (?) made that statement in Washington 
D.C. after a week of exposures, uh, the Press was universally 
cynical about the nature of that exposure, at that statement, 
in fact, it was reported to me by, uh, M.S.A. people who were 
out there at the Press Conference that they all sort of snickered 
and said, 'Wells  we know who pays him'. The fact of the 
matter 3s, that both he and Gloria Steinham (?), again accept 
the Philosophy of the C.I.A. which is this, that.the problems 
of the problems of the world are so complex that it's far 
beyond the capability of the American people or the Congress 
to deal with them. That in fact, foreign policy decisions 
must be lodged in the hands of very exclusinve elite, which 
make those decisions and, uh, 

CANNON: 	1%ow wait a minute.... 

WOOD: 	...the C.I.A... 



CANNON : "0 K Co ahead. 

WOOD: '...protect their ability to maintain control over 
those decisions -- they have to lie to the [American people. 
That unfortunately, in their words, &s the realities of 
International relations.' 

CANNON: 	For...' 

. 	WOOD: 'What they're saying --'all of that I'm saying in 
short is that's bunk. It's an out and out total lie. And 
the fact that 7- there is one true statement, there is one true 
statement that Dennis Shaul (?) s&id which is that if he had 
it to do over again he'd do the sametthing.v  

CANNON: "YoU do believe something he'says. You said 
the C.I.A. is making foreign policy decisions, now Allen 
Dulles. who was the first head of the C.I.A. from what, '47 
to the Cuban Bay of Pigs...' 

WOOD: 'he was the second head but he wasn't... 

CANNON: 'Alright.- Dulles. Admiral Raybourne (?) 'and now 
Helmes, all of these reople have vehemently denied that 

the C.I.A. makes policy. They say they simply impleMent the 
decisions of the government. You're making the statement that 
I've never seen before that the C.I.A. is the decision making 
branch of our foreign policy apparatus and not the State 
Department.' 

WOOD: 	iih, in the first place, uh, I have to peep 
harping on this one fact that the effectiveness of the Central 
Intelligence Agency is totally dependent upon their cover. 
Which is to say dependent upon their camouflage to the extent 
to which they can deceive the Congress, the State Department, 
the American people about the nature of what they're doing. 
Uh, that's the first thing... 

CANNON: 'Before you deceive -- or talk about any more 
deception, let me say this 	National Food Stores,.. 

WOOD: -The second thing is that, I agree to one extent, 
which is to say that the American Gov -- the basic foreign 
policy of the American Government is established beyond reproach 
at this, time , and that's the foreigh policy free for American 
investments. 	I believe that. However, the specific stra#figic 
decisions made to implement that policy begin with the Central 
Intelligence Agency. • 

The bureaucracy is far to massive, uh, for those decisions 
to be pushed up to higher levels of political leadership before 
they're made. So that what happens is that the C.I.A. moves 



into a country and begins operations ten years, five years before 
the American public even knows anything is going on there in 
that country. By the time the American public finds out about 
it - at that point we have a committment. And. that's the word 
that's always used to justify it. So what happens is that 
your Democratic prerogatives and my Democratic prerogatives 
whibh is to say, access to debate about the policy of the 
government, is denied because-we've developed these comtittments 
in advance. The C.I.A. was in Viet Na4 many, 'many, many years 
before any of the American people began to be worried about it.' 

CANNON: 	But hot making foreign policy deci1ions. They 
may have been training mil -- training a police force:— 

WOOD: 	It seems to me... 

CANNON 	...but , that's one thing." 

WOOD: 	It seems to me -- well you know Wesley Fischel (?) 
wrote the constitution for the country -- it seems to me that 
if they're there at all, they're making foreigh policy. It's 
a foreign policy decision that the United States should intervene 
in any way in the affairs of the Viet N 	of any people. Uh, 
but at this point, yoll dontt know what we're doing in Bolivia, 
you don't know, as I don't know, what we're doing in Peru, We 
don't know.what we're doing in Asian. But the C.I.A. is there... 

CANNON: 'lien., wait. You don't know what we're doing, 
how do you know they're there?" 

WOOD: 'Well because I know where-  N.S.A. was and I know 
that they were in places like that. N.S.A. International 
Representatives actually were -- werebbuying elections in Latin 
American Student Unions. 

CA11ON: -Buying?' 

WOOD: 	Buying, bribing. That's sophisticating an 
operation; What was described by the American Press as a subsidy 
of app&e-cheeked American children who were off presenting the 
American viewpoint abroad, was really a multi-million dollar 
patronage system, inwwhich the United States systematically 
bought what foreign student leadership it could and then created 
foreign student leadership, uh, foreign student leadership in 
areas that they couldn't by it. A massive patronage system that 
ran into millions of dollars a year which N.S.A. served 
as the, uh, bureaucrats to implement.' 

CANNON: •Michael Wood is my guest, he's a former member 
of the Executive Loard of the National Student Association. 
Our number is MO 4-8660 for your calls and comments. Don't 
forget... 

fr: 
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CANNOfl; 'Mr. Wood you said that the National Student 
Association has been -- was funded by the C.I.A. but you also 
said that the C.I.A. has a primary purpose, uh, to make the 
world safe for U.S. investments...you said the primary 
purpose of the C.I.A. is co make the world safe for American 
investment. Well since the C.I.A. is a relatively new 
organization, it's only 20 years old. We didn't have a 
C.I.A. before, well, uh, who made or what made the world safe 
for big investments before the C.I.A.?" 

WOOD: 'Wella  we didn't have nearly the massive investments 
we have,then . The United States does have a long tradition 
dating back to the 19th Century of gun-boat dip1omacy in Latin 
America, in which the Marines were sent in there, and consistently 
into foreign 'countries.to, to overthrow governments or to protect 
governments. So, in previous days we had much less, sublte, 
much less sophisticated, mechanisms for providing that protection. 
Today we have a huge, vast,- very complex, very subtle,. 
mechanism that reaches into every phase of an individuals life, 
to provide that protection. Its the same policy, it's just 
better implemented. Uh, I wonder. If I might, try to explain 
to you what I find so morally obnoxious... °. 

CAIfl 	'Please do." 

WOOD: 'During the period of time in which, uh, in which 
the C.I.A. as opposed to Military Intelligence, uh, was involved 
in N.S.A., and I should make that point clear, that Military 
Intelligence was involved in'the constituting of the national 
Student Association in 19116, and provided the funds for its 
first delegations abroad. .7.3ut during those 30 -- those 15.  
years since 1952 the C.I.A. lost maybee one or two, at the 
most three, elections of 30 critical elections within the 
rJationa1 Student Association, they exercised that much control 
over the, the operations of the organization. 

The reason they did it was that the overseas operations 
of N.S.A. were so important to the foreign policy of the Whited 
,States, that they could not afford to lose oontrol of the 
apparatus that implemented it. Well, what that amounts to, 
is that•in the name of the Cold War, and they regret it and . 
they're not comfortable about it, but they go ahead and do it, 
in the name of the Cold War, they denied me and they denied 
thousands of students across the country to their basic right 
of representation by the Eational Student Association. Because 
in fact that National Student Association was serving not the 
students which constituted it's base but was serving the United • 
States Covernment -- was serving the C.I.A. That -- you see --
so, so here I am, I'm sitting here furling with-  rage about it 
because I was -- you know,-  this was aavehicle in which I . 
invested my youth, I invested a great deal of my-  idealism, I 
find out that what I was doing indirectly was pimping for the 
United States Covernment,..' 

CAnON: 	 that'a a pretty strong charge - pimping 
for the United states Government..." 
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WOOD: 'I'm sorry ...- 

CANNON: 'No. I don't mind. rake the charge. Don't 
apologize. 

WOOD: "That's what I --- I wasn't pimping, I was --_ 
consciously -- but that's in fact what I was doing because I 
do not believe in what T was doing." 

CAKNOa: 	You're fuming with raee... 

WOOD: .:Wait„ strait, I've got a point... . 

CANNON: "Alright." 

WOOD: . ...it's this. How do you think, and they don't 
control N.S.A. because they just enjoy controlling N.S.A., 
they control -.S.A. because they need that organization to 
control other organizations abroad. They do the same thing 
in the Labor Movemeht, they do the same thing in all sorts 
of organizations in the United States. How do you think the 
people of Viet Nam or of the Dominican Repubic feel? What 
it did to me was only deny my representation -- what it 
does to thepeasants in Viet Nam is to deny them their land, 
deny them their villages, cause the death of their children... 

CANNON: 'How does this denying them their land --
the death of their children...'  

WOOD: 	Its the policy of control. The United States 
has this fundamentally arrogant notion that it has the right 
to control anything and anybody to implement its foreign 
policy. You see, and that --- they control me and I 
represent -- the National Student Association represented the 
flower of American youth. . The flower of American students. 
Had stu.-.- the staff was made up of Student Body Presidents,.." 

CANNON: "I don't think the flower has necessarily 
wilted.' Of all the colleges in.th9-National Student Asbociation 
very, very- few dropped out .and' if fact they've gained members 
recently. I think the figure was 2. So apparently this rage 
is not felt by most members of the N.S.A." 

WOOD: 	That's because of the very clever workings of the 
Press in the United States. The very 'lever workings of the 
United States Government, uh, have not allowed the truth to 
get to the American people. 

CANNON: 	That you and a few...-  

WOOD: "Compare my story (WORDS INAUDIBLE - VOICES OVERLAPPING) ' 

CANNON: 	Well, again, I don't know, everybody that I bring 
111, who supports the N.S.A. or the C.I.A. you say they're not 
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getting the truth, that, I-wondering if you have some pipe 
line that's direct to the truth." 

WOOD: "Ires. I did have a pipe line. Which is to say 
that they told -- that Phil Sherbourne told me the truth 
which he would never tell in public."• 

CANNON: 	Well the fact is that thousands of members 
of the N.S.A. knew or know now of the•C.I.A. link and they 
don't seem to nearly as upset as.yoe are.' 

WOOD: 'It's because they.don't understand it 

CANNON: 	You're saying that all of these students are 
stupid? 

WOODe 'No. They dontt understand the facts, the don't 
understand that it meant the contra)). of election, they 
don't understand that it meant the control of policy, they dontt 
understand.  that N.S.A. is actually set up -- setting up counter 
revolution or doing espionage in the Student Leadership World 
which later got -- moved inbb governmental power, and that a --
they don't understand that N.S.A. was bringing foreign students 
to this country on scholarship in order that the C?I.A. Might 
convert them to agents for this government so that when they 
went back and into revolutionary movements abroad that they 
served our interests rather than those... 

CANON: 'Well, hasn't the Soviet Union been doing the 
same thing?' 

WOOD: "Well, that's like saying t2at just because there's 
a cancer in the world that we ought° add - oughtto add leprosy 
to it and that might cure it.' 

CANNON: 'No. That I'm saying is that the name of the 
ball game has been spy and counter-spy since time memorial 
and you're saying that we should just simply drop out of the 
spy game and let everybody else play except us.-  

WOOD: 'No. What I'm saying is that we -- yes, what 
I'm saying is that we ought to drop out of the spy eame, 
exactly.' 

CANNON: 	Well, aren't ynu forgetting... 

WOOD: 	Because I believe that people have the fundamental 
right to rule themselves and their own institutions. 

CANNON: 'I'm not denying that, I would agree with you, 
but again, the very nature of the world we live in, doesn't 
it demand that some secrect organization of some type --- arentt 
you forgetting some of the successes of the C.I.A., uh,..," 

WOOD: 	Name some." 
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CAR::ON: "Well, how about Tied China's explosion of the 
Nuclear Eomb, the C.I.A. pinpointed this lonF before it was 
dropped--  

WOOD: :Did it prevent the explosion?' 

CANNO;;: 	It didn't prevent the explosion but it cave us 
the information about it, 

WOOD: 'But you see; that's no help to us. The only 
help -- the only real thing that an organ -- that, uh, a 
governmental agency can do about this is bring about some sort 
of friendship with the Chinese people, so that when they 
explode their bigser bombs and develop the missies they 
don't shoot them at his .- 

CANNON: "Well, in '62, they -- C.I.A. successfully 
116re-tapped the, uh, Soviet Army Headquarters in East. Germapy. 
!:ow this may sound repugnent to you, but it was this wire-
tapping which led to the big break in the '62 Cuban Missle 
Crisis. This was a worthwhile achievement." 

WOOD: -Ho, I don't, I mean because the United States was 
applying a double standard in that, situation. What was -- 
what was wrong about the United St -- was wrong about the 
Missle Crisis, was that the United States didn't believe 
that the Soviet Union had any right to have Missies 30 miles 
from it's borders. But the fact of the matter is that the 
;United States surrounds the Soviet Union with Missies -- 
in cloSe proximity.' • 

CANNON: "Well, I know, everybody knows that. But the 
fact of the natter is that at that time the Soviet Union was 
trying to change the, power balance of the world as it was-, 
that was the significance of 

WOOD: 'Truly.' 

CANNON: 	"fou don't think it was a valid thing then that 
we found out in the nick of time that, uh, --- what their 
policies were up to and then came out of it looking good?" 

WOOD: "Looking good in not important. Peace in the 
world is important,' 

CAnON: -Well,.I didn't mean looking good in that senses 
but it was a moral and ideological victory for. us, I think." 

WOODL: -It was an ideol --- practical victory in an 
ideological war, uh, in which I think that perhaps we are'not 
serving our interests. That's what I'm saying. Our interests 
I believe, are the interests of the rest of the people of 
the world, which is to say that we maintain the policy strictly 
committed to the self determination of all people. We're not 
committed to that policy. If we buy. elections in Latin 
American Student Unions, what do you think we'll do the regular 
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governments of those countries? What do you think we'll do 
to the Labor Unions? We know we control Labor Unions throughout 
the world. Is that self determination? It's not.' 

CANNON: '1 3f again,_ you know, even to helping refugees 
escape from East Germany,from East Berlin, they have same 
big tunnels, do you oppose people escaping to freedom?" 

- WOOD: 'That's a ridiculous question. Do I oppose people 
escaping from freedom..." 

CANNON: 'Escaping to freedom." 

WOOD: 'Of course, I do not oppose..." 

CANNON: 'Then you woild base....'  

WOOD: "NO, no, no... 

CANNON: 	...this particular - legitimate function of the 
C.I.A.-  

WOOD: 'No. I'm not saying that. I'm not saying that. 
I'm saying that I think there are other ways to_ bringabout 
those freedoms that we want for those people." 

CANNON: 'But you prefer to leave the people in East 
Germany - then let them escape." 

WOOD: "I prefer a policy which makes he exploitation of 
the East German people to that extent that it exists 'unnecessary,— 

CANNON: 'You're saying that all of this is our fault though... 

WOOD: 'What?" 

CANNON: "You talk like all of this is our fault... 

WOOD: 	'No, no... 

CANNON: 	...the exploitation of the East German people is 
our doing. 

WOOD: 'No. In not saying that what-so-ever. What I'm ' 
saying is that we have an alternative -- methods of relating 
to those people. It seems to me that in the history of mankind, 
the enjoyment of :.devil Liberties, the enjoyment of political 
freedoms has been very closely related to the economics of those 
societies, which is to say the richer the 	have been 
the freer they have been 'and if you really want to help the 
East German people, what you do is, you help build economy gln 
those countries. If you...'.  

CANNON: 'In the meantime, if any of them want to escape 
we shouldn't help them. 
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WOOD: "If theywwant to escape -- of course --- I mean 
we shouldn't muck around with their borders. It's their 
business, if the people are oppressed, they'll rise up and throw 
off their own shackles..." 

CANNON: 	They tried that once and the Russians... 

WOOD: 'That's right." 

CANNON: 	...foiled thattin '53 it was 

WOOD: 'Yeah. And I opposed that." 

CANNON: 'Well, I'm glad you oppose something." 

WOOD: rThe ,question is, what do you think abouttthe 
Negro people In the United States? Do the Russians have the 
right to come into the United States, interferring in our 
Domestic affairs to provide freedom for the Negro people. 
You can't believe the gegro people have freddom in this 
countrY. 

CANNON: 	Well I don't 1now if there's a direct one to 
one analogy between the people who are walled in Eadt 
Germany; East Berlin and what's happening in the United States 
today... 

WOOD: 	Are not the people of Harlem walled in? Nave 
they not revolted? Have they not rioted? Have they not shot 
at their oppressors, which-  are the police and the firemen? Is 
not the analogy accurate?,; 

CANNON: 	No I don't think it'a accurate. I think there's 
some comparisons but I don't think it's a one to•bne aelalogy. 
It's coming up to seven minutes before nine on the talk of 
Chicago. Cur number is MO 4-8660. I think, after we pause,:.. 

CANNON: 	Mica Wood is my guest. he's former member 
of the Executive Board of the National Student Association. 
We're at No 4-866o. .Can I take it then that you think the 
C.I:A. preforms, has preformed, no useful function, no useful 
service- in the United States, in our National interest what-
so-ever, in the past - since it's existed?" 

WOOD: 7Yes; you can assume that. I think the C.I.A. 
has been a great detriment to the American people.bbat 
it has been perhaps the single most prominent instrument, in 
marring our relations with the peoples of the world. I ask 
you to take a look at the evidence. I ask you to go to the 
Latin American people and' ask your -- them what they think 
about the -(T:IORD INAUDIBLE) about the gringO.about the American' 
people. They hate us. You know that...'' 

CANigOU: "L'ecause of the C.I.A? 
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WOOD: 	because -- it's because... 

CANNON: 	They hated us before we even had a C.I.A. 

WOOD: "Well its because we -- the United States, 
whatever instrument is at its command, primarily the C.I.A.' 
has systematically Controlled those societies and kept them 
poor. That's why they hate us, because we promote Military 
Coups, because we overthrow Democratic or elected governments, 
we -- those are perfectly documented. TWe overthrew the 
Chetti Jaden 	government.in British Guinea, we overthrew 
the Odes Cushman (?) government On Guatamala, it goes on 
and on and on. It's now known we put about 20 million dollars into the election of Edward Ofrai (?) in Chile, uh, If I were -- if you were there.-- how would you feel, if you found out, 
I don't know what Political Party you belong to,..." 

CANNON: 	I belong to the Vegetarian Party." 

. WOOD: "0 K. If you found out that the uh, the uh, C.I.A.. had come in and put 20 million dollars into the ileat-eater 
Party, uh, you would be pretty uspet if that.,." 

CANNON: 'I'd be furious... 

WOOD: -I'll presume that you're a Democrat and that' the 
C.I.A. put 20 million dollars into the Republican Party, 
you'd be upset and so too, are the neople of Chile. And so 

g too are the people throuibut the world who no longer 
appreciate the United States intervening in their own domestic 
affairs. They're capable, they're intelligent, they're 
human beings, who have an inherent right, as defined in our own Declaration of Independence, to self government." 

CANNON: 'I'm not arguing against self government. My 
position is simply this that the British have their secret 
service, the Russians have their K.B.G., every country in 
the world, every country in the world has it's security 
apparatus. But you want us to drop out and simply have 
none. And how can we survive in the Cold War, and we have a 
Cold War, or the world as it is today, with no security 
apparatus?" 

WOOD: "It doesn't seem to me that the Uraguan people 
or the people of the Dominican Republic are threatening us. 
The Chinese people are not threatening us. The North Viet 
Namese people are not threatening us. When they start 
loading Chinese people on boats, with big guns and start 
them toward the United States, then I think we ought to get 
concerned. But until such time, I think we ought to adhere 
to our cam principles, as defined in our own American tradition, 
which is that we allow people their basic right to self 
determination... 

CAN'f:ON: 	You sound like an Isolationist. 

WOOD: 	That's right. I'm a - I'm a Isolationist. 



CANNON: °Why is it that 25 years ago all of the 
Isolationists were conservative but not in the far right and 
most:of the Internationalists were on the left. Now itts 
the other way around -- the ISolationists are on the:left and 
the Internationalists are on the rieht." 

WOOD: 	I think that the important thing that you 
pointed up is that in the previous situation the left was 
correct. I would suggest that perhaps again the left is 
correct because the conditions under which we live and- the . 
peril which we face is -- perils which we'face -- are 
entirely different. Thirty years ago we faced a maniac in 
Germany, uh, a man who ended up incinerating 6 million Jews, 
who tried to conquer Europe. We don't face that now.'" 

CANNON: "Well, thirty years ago would you be saying;, 
'how wait a minute, let's not, let's not get up tight about 
the Germans too much. Let's wait until the Germans are 
bombing England, let's wait till the Germans are on our 
shore." Would you be saying this or would you have been more, 
uh, have more insight in those days, and by the same token -
I can't see that Germans now is particularly in love with 
us. I think if they had a Navy they Probably would indeed. 
They're developing Miseles. I mean, are we going to have 
to wait until they're on our front doors before we do 
anything 

WOOD: "That's because he's deathly afraid that the 
United -- and rightly so, I believe, that the United States 
has basically, has aggressive instincts toward China. Lobk 
at where the Chinese -- look -- try to analyze how many 
foreign countries China has armies in and then ask yourself 
how many countries does the United States have armies in. 
The United States has armies in• over 70 foreign countries. 
That's fantastic. 

CAMON: '"Most of them have asked us to be there. 

WOOD: :Tell, yes, most of them..." 

CANNON: "All of them have asked us to be there"-  

WOOD: "The Irma& Tomn governments of all of those 
countries have asked us to be there." 

CANNON: "Of all the world governments, and -there are 
only 120 including the smallest, that 70,more than half the 
world governments are Uncle Tom's?" - 

WOODL "I'm afraid that that's true. And if -- why 
did they ask us to be there?" 

CANNON: "I dontt know why they asked us to be there. 
couldn't recite the reasons that 70 governments invited us to 
be there but I'm sure that some of the reasons must be valid. 
It can't be all of the governments Uncle Tom, as you say. Is 
the West German government an Uncle Tom government?" 
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WOOD: 'Let's make a distinction between Western European 
government and the governments of the third world. Now the 
Western European governments have certain experiences, uh, 
which motivite their requests for troops. I think the West 
German people perhaps have those experiences. However, if 
you look at Latin American countries -- the only people they 
coikid dare ask ACS to protect them from would be the United 
States. You look at -- if you look at SouthEast Asia, who 
are we protecting SouthEast Asia from? Does Ho Chi Minh' 
regard, uh, the Chinese people as his enemy? Do the peasants 
of Viet Nam regard. Chinese people as their enemy at this 
point? The people they regard as their enemy is the 
United States.' 

CANNON: 'Well, I haventt talked to all the people in 
Viet Nan. I can't make that statement. Have You?" 

WOOD: "I can -- all I can do is read the books that 
are available on the market, uh, generalizing how -- the 
reason that we did not have elections in Viet Nan in 1956, 
was that if free election had been held 80% of the people 
would have voted for Ho Chi Minh. We didn't alatow a basic 
Democratic process because we knew we'd lose. The fact of 
the matter is that when we marched into France during the 
Second World War and liberated the French people they came 
out into the streets, they embraced us and hugged us. Now 
the people are fighting a grass roots (?) guerilla warfare 
in Viet Nam against us. If they really wanted to be 
liberated, they would be liberated. They would come out 
and fight on our side. The fact of the matter is and the 
American. Military Establishment admitts it,that the South 
Vietnamese Army is one of the most poorly motivated armies 
in the world. They don't care to fight and it's because 
basically the cause of the South Vietnamese Army and the 
United States Army is fighting is unjust. 

Whereas, the morale of the National Liberation Front 
is incredible, the most mighty country in the history of the 
world, the most tightiy industrial nation, fire-power beyond 
belief, cannot squelch a peasant army, very poorly armed. 
It's very hard for me to understand." 

CONON; "WBBM,;the talk' of Chicago. So 
for all it's insidiousness, it's not been all 
effective in Viet Nam. They have trained the 
they have trained certain South Vietnamese in 
guerilla and Green Beret Units. 

the C.I.A 
that 
police force, 
American 

WOOD: 'That's right. _They weren't that effective, 
uh, that sneaks more about the effectiveness of the National 
Liberation 'front, the'Vietnamese before them. One of the 
C.I.A.'s intentions were to be effective. Their intentions' 
were toand continue to be, to control that government, to 
control the'elections, uh, not because they dontt want to be 
effective, but they're not.' 
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CANNON: "At this point let me just part Ilriefly. It's 
ten minutes past nine here in Chicago. And if you're calling 
from out of town the area code is 312. Locally wetre at 
MC 48650. Michael Wood is dry guest. Let's pause for -these words 
and than we'll open our phonellines to you for your calls. 
and comments.' 

CANNON: 'Hello, you're on VI= go ahead please.' 

CALLER: "I'm calling from Ylchigan. I have a question 
and a comment and I willbbe brief. T should like to know 
if your young guest would have the privilege of speaking 
freely, as he has on your program, if he were in a Communistic 
controlled countyy? Would you answer yea or no please.' 

WOOD: "Yes, I will. It depends up6n which Communistic 
controlled country that you belong with. Uh,..." 

CALLER: 'Would you tell me one?" 

WOOD: 'Yes. Cuba. The fact of the mater is that the 

CALLER: 

CANNON! 
OVERLAPPING) 

CALLER: 
countries?" 

Cuba. Well, let's disregard Ouba. What other... 

"You asked him for one country... (VOICES 

-1 don't call this a country. What other 

CANNON: "Well let's not get into a hang about international 
Relations. Cuba is country like flit or not... 	. 

CALLER! 'that other ones besides Cuba? 

WOOD: 	think in North Viet Nam the people have very... 

CALLER: 	You call that a country too." 

WOOD: 'Of course I do... 

CALLER: 'What- about Russia?' 

WOOD! 'Russia? T think the people are gaining a greater 
access to'the..." 

CALLEP.: 'Could you get on the program and speak as freely 
as you- have tonight?” 

CANI4ON: Well let me just say this in his defense, I have 
no doubts whatsoever if he went to Russia and said what he said 
tonight they'd love it." 
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WOOD: 'That's not in my defense and you know it.' 
CALLER: "Oh, of course. T. mean, if you-said about Russia to the Russians what you are saying about 'our country, and if You like Russia. and the communist countries, well, why don't you go there? 

WOOD: 	don't particularly like the Russians, I mean, 'I like the Russians, but I don't particularly like the state of Russia at this point, and I don't think that they enjoy the civil liber-ties that I would like to enjoy." 

CALLER: All right, now... 

WOOD: Now wait a second now. In a perfectly, you know, capitalistic.country like South Africa or, Spain which this govern-ment supports, people do not have their civil liberties and cannot speak so freely either.' 

CALLER: 'Well I don't call those perfect capitalistic countries. However, I'm calling Long Distance and I don't think I can get into a discussion with you. However, I wanted to tell Mr. Cannon that I have always respected him and his program immensely, and I know that Mr. Cannon has delayed, programming, and I am amazed to feel that WBBT4 would permit you to use the term 'pimping' for our glorious country. This I don't understand, because I know people have been cut off for less.' 

WOOD 'I suggest you go down on Woodward Avenue and you'll see lots of pimping,-  

CANNON: "1.1E11, you know, we -- ah -- I'm not here to make moral value judgements on what Mr. -- on how'-- what terminology Mr. Wood uses. It is not technically in violation of any laws or any rules.. 

CALLER: "No, but don't you -- don't you cut off any... 
CANrON: No wait a minute. It may be in bad taste, but I'm not gonna be a judge of Mr. Wood's taste. I only cut off words that are offensive or swear Words, curse words." ' 

:'Oh, well I think this is --- I think this is the worst word in the English language, and pertaining to our glorious country I'm disappointed Mr. Cannon.' 

CANNON: Well, the Federal Communications Commission does not define it as profanity and well have to let it go at. that. Okay?" 
CALLER 'Okay. Thank you 

CANNON: 'Thank. you very much. Although it is a four letter. word, isn't it? ilmm. Well, maybe it'll be added to the list in weeks to come. Mohawk 4-8660 on WBBK, the talk of Chicago. hello, you're on the air, go ahead please. 

CALLER: 'Hello?" 
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CANNON: "Yes, you're on the air , 

CALL:',, R: 'UM, I was -- I've been rretty interested in this 
controversy about N.S.A. all this past year because I was an N.S.A. 
coordinator last year and attended the National Congress. And 
aeree with Mr. Wood in that -- in that this N.S.A.-C.I.A. disclo-
sure was rather unfortunate, but I don't understand why be made 
it public after the president, Sherbourne, this past year had 
made all efforts to separate N.S.A. from the C.I.A. finances.,lle 
was trying to raise money by himself for N.S.A., and I don't see 
why he disclosed this to the public at a time when it would hurt 
N.S.A. so much. 

WOOD: -That's a fiery good question, I'm glad you asked it. 
I, in fact, encouraged Phil at a time when he was not at all sure 
that he wanted to break with the C.I.A. to seek separate sources 
of support and to try to develop independence from the. Central 
INtelligence Agency. I also encouraged him to expose the rela-
tionship and for this reason, which is, that at the time that I 
was told and• that we were having conversations about the rention-
ship, I knew that not simply the National Student Association but 
the United States Youth Council, Independent Research Corporation,  
the entire labor movement, world Assembly of Youth,Ithe Internal° 
tional Student Conference, they go on and on, I knew, you know, 
who masses-ef organizations. I knew personally probably ten, 
twelve organizations which were connected with a very small part 
of the C.I.A. bureaucracy. The importance of disclosing it 
publically was to array -- rise -- to arise in the American people 
a discussion of the nature of that relationship. Because it is 
not simply -- if it had been simply with the United States National 
Student Association terminating the relationship would have been 
sufficient, but the fact of .the matter is that it's in the 
churches in the labor unions, In the student organizations, in 
the business community overseas. It pervades the entire society 
and undermines our basic democratic freedoms. That's why it was 
important to understand N.S.A. as a case study, not as a -- as 
an exception -- a corrupt exception to a basically clean sys-
tem. 

CALLER: Well. are you satisfied now with N.S.A. after these 
breaks have been made?" 

WOOD: Well, that's very difficult to say. I mean. N.S.A. 
did not tell the whole truth. They may -- what they said to the 
press was carefully planned with the Central intelligence Arency 
in six meetings held at the house -- may have been only four --
of Robert Kiley, who was the primary C.I.A. agent who was 
their -- their direct boss. Those -- and they negotiated a deal 
on what they would admit and what they wouldn't admit. And 
Robert fratzenbach, who later was appointed to investigate this 
thing was in on those conversations by telephone. So -- and the 
primary deal that N.S.A. was making was the protection of their 
draft deferments at that time.-  

CALLIta: 
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WOOD: "So I mean, the principle -- the extent -- to the extent 
that I judge what N.S.A. id doing I have to judge from the fact 
that they're still not telling, the truth, whether or not their 
involved in the C.I.A. at this time I can't say, but they're still 
not telliiF the truth about the relationship." 

CALLER: 'Oh, you didn't agree, then, with the National 
Supervisory -- Supervisory Board's report.” 

FOOD : ''GiVen the limitations that the National Supervisory 
Board operated under, which is to say, depending entirely upon 
evidence froth-  officers who had a vested interest in toning down 
the story I think the National Supervisory Board came up with a 
remarkable report.,  I.think that they surely ought to be commended 
on, it. But that was the result of the candor or the honetty of 
te officers." 

CANNON: "Thank you very much'for your call.' 
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. 	
‘1•43.1, i‘d " CAT7MII:r:Zow, letls get back po your call 	t .,1 _ow: 4 - o660 . You're on the air now with Nichael hod. Oo ahead pleane." 

CALTfl:"He1io, }r. "cibod." 

CALL: 	you -ever in the CIA?" 

WOOD1"No, thG:i Ike-fused to make W5 an ave.:: 	I was technically never was and net now an an agent." 

SL21:72::17,, you sey they refused. vere you--did you want to be at the t:,14e7' 

/ dcit even know that NSA was 1,4 front for thc,  °IA, t'-,L-11; th p 	biti oit. uhen 	'found out it was the most in(.redil:',O tai L6 that 	ever learned. An organization which suppertod 	V 	an ,or.-Tanization which tailed for, you knOw, an ond to the wui,  in Vict Nam esentially, an orftanization that supported the adrission of Eod china to tbe7:-. Such art orl7anization front for the CIA. That W4S incredible L.o v.e. It no-vel,  odlured to me thst might have an oppoto411,y to ba 	agenc.." 

SAL=:-Zou cted a ;IA policy, i3 Vitt your version ol= in that reaII' their policy?" 

WOOD; ht. policy)" 

C4.LL.72":Earlier in the :thew." 

WZI;ODCOL, you mok..n the 1.-Xban--in respect to Cuba,'' 

OAL1:"Oh, I beg your pardon, the overn11 policy or the CIA, •you quoted -‘c.rlicr end 7 ..-Tendered if that wis ymw varsion." 

WOODr''Of course., thst,e my interpretation of what they'rq doing. 

CLLLCIsee." 

'4000:"1311--' 

S=ON:"It,z; npt thc 17f,vernmeats latrepr:9tation by the wny." 

MILER:"No.' 

WOOD:" ...If it were -no policy•of the Jnited 77tates, it would not bein the interest of the ‘,evorment to toll the :-.nciiican people about it." 

CALM-WI wouldntt think so. Whet pe cent of the ITI1 members are actively involved in CIA aotivit!.es?" 
WOOD:"Well, SiN. tlechnically.doesn't have--La rot technically a membership organIzation. The conaituent base is the student government. So, the individuals cannot join. The staff of 177J., it ha5 a staff and 
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that I worked." 

ba" that's the relevsnt consideration. Now, we Rao 
passed for the National ..;tudent .Associatbo4 the ;fear 

C=ON:T.Tm 

OOD: "Perhaps twenty five. About nine of them wore a -e,nts cf the 
Central Intelligence Ar;oncy. That was the stoff in ".'auZ4L,„",ton C.All 
the people who reprcsented ITSA ovr:rJeas with the possible exception 
of one person, this ler4t year, but all the full time representatives 
of NSA overseas wol,c nE•ents.' 

CALL11t w1 tho rrpresentatives?" 

wOOTe?es.4  

CALLM:"rio wat7 f_s thatT" 

* OOD:s-Thatts 11ko, woll, there are (1::7rexact,:,.ly du7InE„--l'ouf 
or five ovcrses rel::rc:;e:ntctives end ILI:7.= ttcrc 	 4/;.0 
worked ea thQ 	 were officers in tha intornational Studont 
Confor(moe in 	 3e -! .iu"'8  which waa scrt of the wester_l oricnted 
sort of the student counterpart of NATO, whi:th all -ale wc,-stern oriented 
unioasselonr-ed anc: stue.7nt =ions frm tUre world couttrics. All 
those people who wor3:-,,d there ware." 

CANNal: I Ttan :70u vwry much for the 	and hope to see you 
at the npvIeJ 

CALT,72:'`I have another questi on if I can." 

CANNON:"'•iell, 	-jou r.rzl-•€ it :Tait:17, la.) have to r-xak:11,---..s." 

CALL-1 	 -rf 7cu worn1 L 	th„: TiA llow arc you such en 
wcp:srt Du it, the 1E.P." 

• WOOD: "Because the President of NSA in orclo7 to prevent m7 r'esi.  told me zc.out th_s --sia- zion..1U'ca. At that poIn7; of ,,ouroc, he, tolt: 
somettin3 so incredible he could not—just say,,that's all :tm going 
to tell tyou,,  because I would have been, out of ouriousit7 of cour:1440" 

CALF .:"T thiph you've dons a diss-IrrvIc 	the whole country 
and certaiz-24...' 

l'OOD:'1 want to ansucr your question ba,20,.,c, 7o- v.aho you:L,  cemleht." 

CAL a:  

WDOD:"For fivc months qe dissuascd in groat ditail the relation-
ship and, T mean, that's how got my infornation 

CALL7ECidel1, I thiu;{ :/ou,ve done 	ma: disse2vice to tilt... whole 
countIty but I thini: you,ve sold your tbi*eds dowa the river for your 
own personal eggrandizeNont. J  think you're vorj immature." 

';00D:'I'm sorry zhst you be live." 

CALLM:"I tttir41 you're very intelligont and articulate, but, • think your naive face shows and you hide behind these democratic perog-
atives that you think—have been drnied you." 


